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Research Fundamentals
By the end of this session you should be able to:
• Understand some of the reasons why researchers 
undertake research!
• Give reasons why teachers (and trainee teachers) 
should engage in research
• Determine the academic rigor of research (and 
other published materials)
• List limitations of research you might encounter as 
students, trainee teachers
and qualified teachers
Objectives
Why Bother?
Teacher research is practical, action-based research. It 
enables educators to follow their interests and their 
needs as they investigate what they and their students 
do. Teachers who practice teacher research find that it 
expands and enriches their teaching skills and puts 
them in collaborative contact with peers that have a 
like interest in classroom research. Some researchers 
call this type of research "action research.“
Mills (2002)
Task 1
Teacher-research projects often yield findings 
and implications that result in………..?
( Complete the sentence)
* Increased sharing and collaboration across departments, 
disciplines, and grade levels.
* Increased dialogue about instructional issues and student 
learning.
* Enhanced communication between teachers and students.
* Improved performance of students.
* Revision of practice based on new knowledge about 
teaching and learning.
* Teacher-designed and teacher-initiated staff development.
* Development of priorities for school wide planning and 
assessment efforts.
* Contributions to the profession's body of knowledge about 
teaching and learning (subject pedagogies)
What about trainee teachers?
•Beginning teachers can improve their 
decision making by making use of a range of 
evidence sources, search strategies and 
personal research.
•Personal experience alone is insufficient for 
making complex teaching choices partly 
because we are easily fooled (more about this 
later!)
What about trainee teachers?
….and of course as students, there is the 
necessity of undertaking research for 
academic purposes.
In other words – Assignments!
What about experience?
“I’ll believe it when I see it!”
Sun, 2006
When things 
become 
complex : 
Correlation 
Error?
Task 2
As the sale of Ice Cream rises so does 
the rate of burglaries……
Why?
3(?)

Mid-West USA
“Patternicity” –
The tendency to find 
meaningful patterns in 
meaningless noise. 
(Shermer, M., 2010)
(Narain, J., 2011)
Correlation 
Error
Greater Uncertainty = Greater False pattern matching 
=superstition
(Shermer, M., 2010)
Uncertainty increases pattern 
matching errors.
Implications for beginning teachers 
(uncertain) 
Beware false pattern matching
– importance of mentor role.
Skinner’s superstitious pigeons – entirely random 
rewards resulted in:
Bird 1 -- made counter clockwise turns in the 
cage, made two to three turns between 
reinforcements.
Bird 2 -- thrust its head into one of the upper 
corners of the cage.
Bird 3 -- Tossing response as if placing its head 
beneath an invisible bar and tossing it up.
Birds 4&5 -- pendulum motion of their heads and 
body -- head was extended forward and swung 
from right to left with a sharp movement followed 
by a somewhat slower return.
Bird 6 -- brushing movements directed toward but 
not touching the floor.
So why the differences?

Rules
Get a piece of paper (and a pen/pencil!)
Numbers 1 to 10 down the left 
Mark answer next to the number
(True /False)
Which of the following 
statements are based 
on published research?
1. Children are less 
attentive after sugary 
drinks and snacks
2. Environments that 
are rich in stimulus 
improve the brains 
of pre-school 
children
3. Vigorous exercise 
can improve mental 
function
4. Short bouts of co-
ordination exercises can 
improve integration of left 
and right hemispheric brain 
function
5. Differences in hemispheric 
dominance (left brain, right 
brain) can help explain 
individual differences 
amongst learners
6.  There are no critical 
periods in childhood after 
which you can’t learn 
some things, just 
sensitive periods when 
it’s easier
7.  Individual learners show 
preferences for the mode in 
which they receive 
information (e.g. visual, 
auditory, kinaesthetic)
8. Regular drinking of 
caffeinated soft 
drinks reduces 
alertness
9. Individuals learn better 
when they receive 
information in their 
preferred learning style (e.g. 
visual, auditory, kinaesthetic)
10. Drinking less 
than 6-8 glasses of 
water a day can 
cause the brain to 
shrink
3. Vigorous exercise can 
improve mental 
function
6.  There are no critical 
periods in childhood 
after which you can’t 
learn some things, just 
sensitive periods when 
it’s easier
7.  Individual learners 
show preferences for 
the mode in which they 
receive information 
(e.g. visual, auditory, 
kinaesthetic)
8. Regular drinking 
of caffeinated soft 
drinks reduces 
alertness
Conclusions: In the absence of formal training, 
trainee teachers acquire their own ideas about 
brain function, many of which are potentially 
detrimental to their practice as teachers. 
(Howard-Jones et al, 2009)
Research which tells us about the importance of ... 
Research.
How would you 
define “Research”?
How did you conduct 
your most recent 
research?
What research have you 
read recently?

What is “Research”?
research. 1.a. the systematic investigation 
into and study of materials, sources, etc, in 
order to establish facts and reach new 
conclusions. 
b. an endeavour to discover new or collate 
old facts etc by the scientific study of a 
subject or by a course of critical 
investigation. 
[Oxford Concise Dictionary]
Good researchers are…
Good researchers are…
Memory – organised
Positive & inquisitive
Focussed – know what 
they re\ looking for
Good researchers are…
Objective
Tenacious
Dedicated
Interested – passionate
Open minded
Confident
Knowledgeable about 
research methods and 
their field
Ethical & caring
Not dismissive of 
alternative viewpoint
Creative
Focussed
Realistic
Dispassionate?
“I do remember one formative influence in 
my undergraduate life. 
There was an elderly professor in my 
department who had been passionately keen 
on a particular theory for, oh, a number of 
years, and one day an American visiting 
researcher came and he completely and 
utterly disproved our old man’s hypothesis. 
…
The old man strode to the front, shook his 
hand and said, “My dear fellow, I wish to 
thank you, I have been wrong these fifteen 
years”. 
And we all clapped our hands raw. 
That was the scientific ideal, of 
somebody who had a lot invested, a 
lifetime almost invested in a theory, and 
he was rejoicing that he had been 
shown wrong and that scientific truth 
had been advanced.” 
Richard Dawkins
The Value of 
Research –
for teachers
Making choices
Improving practice
Trying new things - innovation
Task 3 (Well it’s a question really!)
Which Learning Style best describes the 
most effective way you learn?
”Within six weeks, I 
promise you, kids 
who you think can’t 
learn will be 
learning well and 
easily… The 
research shows that 
every single time 
you use learning 
styles, children 
learn better, they 
achieve better, they 
like school better.”
Rita Dunn, quoted by O’Neil (1990, 7) 
in Coffield (2004: 36)
“[…] after more than 
30 years of 
educational research 
into learning styles 
there is no 
independent 
evidence that VAK, 
or indeed any other 
learning style 
inventory, has any 
direct educational 
benefits, suggesting 
valuable time and 
resources are being 
wasted.” Greenfield S 
(2007)
Specific Research
Described Methodology
Robust & Valid
Coffield F, Moseley D, 
Hall, E & Ecclestone K 
(2004)
What should we spend 
our time doing?
Everything is an 
improvement 
–Resources are limited –
especially 
Teacher Time!
Sharing 
Assessment
Criteria
Effective
Questioning
Effective 
Feedback
Pupil Peer &
Self-evaluation
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Inside The Black Box
Specific Questions: 
1. Is there evidence that improving formative 
assessment raises
standards?
2. Is there evidence that there is room for improvement?
3. Is there evidence about how to improve formative 
assessment?
YES!
Influential?

Question:
How do we get better marks in academic 
assignments?
How do we make good decisions about 
teaching strategies and what we do in the 
classroom?
(One possible) answer:
Read (and make use of) “Good Stuff”
Next Question:
What do we mean by read
(and make use of) “Good Stuff” ?
We are entering the territory of the 
“Literature Review” 
Why do a 
Literature review?
Why do a 
Literature review?
Why do a 
Literature review?
Consensus
What is known / agreed?
Why do a 
Literature review?
Disagreement / debate
To what extent? Balanced?
”Within six weeks, I 
promise you, kids 
who you think can’t 
learn will be 
learning well and 
easily… The 
research shows that 
every single time 
you use learning 
styles, children learn 
better, they achieve 
better, they like 
school better.”
Rita Dunn, quoted by O’Neil (1990, 7) 
in Coffield (2004: 36)
“[…] after more than 
30 years of 
educational research 
into learning styles 
there is no 
independent 
evidence that VAK, 
or indeed any other 
learning style 
inventory, has any 
direct educational 
benefits, suggesting 
valuable time and 
resources are being 
wasted.” Greenfield S 
(2007)
Why do a 
Literature review?
Similarities
Differences
Your work
• Experts in different subject disciplines have 
different usage patterns and preferences for 
print or electronic [resources]. There is no 
one right solution for services or system 
design for every subject discipline. 
• Both faculty and students use and like 
electronic resources and most readily adopt 
them if the sources are perceived as 
convenient, relevant, and time saving to their 
natural workflow.
• Users will read articles from a wide variety of 
journal titles and sources if available to them, 
although most of the readings come from 
relatively few journals.
• College and high school students use the 
Internet more than the library for research, 
and many believe they are more expert at 
searching than their teachers.
• Students exercise some quality judgments 
about materials they retrieve from the 
Internet, but those quality judgments may 
not exactly match faculty members’ criteria 
for quality.
(Tenopir, 2003)

Where might 
we begin our 
search?
Methodologies
MethodsTopic Subject
Literature Review
Authority, Personal Bias, Commercial Bias and 
‘Attractive’ Ideas
Question: Is VAK a useful tool?

Q. What’s wrong with 
Business Balls?

Authority , 
Accountability 
and Bias
Sources of data 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, Third Edition
A School Ofsted Report
General Ofsted Report 
e.g. Behaviour in 2017
Authority , 
Accountability 
and Bias
Whitton (2009) 
Review of the Research Literature 
on the Impact of Multimedia 
Revision Web Materials
Report for the BBC
Note the mix of sources.
Do they seem “authoritative 
/ academic?”

Hoaxes


The TV gardener's entry on the web encyclopaedia also falsely 
states that he is trustee of a charity called Gardens for Squats.
The roots of the hoax could lie with an award Titchmarsh once 
won with one of his novels for the worst sex scene in a book.
But he denied the suggestion he had devoted a work to sexual 
positions as "embarrassing and wrong".
Titchmarsh said: "I know about the Wikipedia entry. It's full of 
wrong facts”.
To conclude Titchmarsh stated:  "I do not have a new version of 
the Kama Sutra being published!”
What is the value 
of  books? 
How will you judge 
their worth?

What is the value 
of newspapers / 
outlets?
Meanwhile, a review of research into learning styles by the 
Government's ICT-in-education agency Becta offers a similar 
warning, claiming that "there is no secure evidential base to 
support any one theory". Or, as Professor Guy Claxton of the 
University of Bristol puts it, the idea of children having different 
learning styles is based on "neuro-babble and phoney 
science". (Hastings, 2005).
Improving your Literature Search
What’s so great about 
journals?
Free for you! Via Library 
Authority , 
Accountability 
and Bias
Peer Review Policy:
All research articles submitted to this journal undergo rigorous peer 
review. This is normally carried out by the Editor, the Deputy Editor, and 
two referees. The first referee, who receives an anonymised version of 
the submitted paper, is usually chosen from either the Editorial Board, the 
International Advisory Board, or the Reviewing Panel. Sometimes it is 
necessary to select someone as first referee not on the journal's Boards 
or Reviewing Panel in order to ensure that the referee has appropriate 
expertise. The second referee, who also receives an anonymised version 
of the submitted paper, is usually not from the journal's Boards or 
Reviewing Panel. The referees' reports are considered by the Editor and 
the Deputy Editor, who seek further opinions on the paper if necessary.
Research Papers in Education. Available at: 
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/routledge/02671522.html [Accessed 29th January 2015].
Whitton (2009) 
Review of the Research 
Literature on the Impact of 
Multimedia Revision Web 
Materials
Report for the BBC
Structure of casting a search 
term net vs the hopefulness 
of Hook a Duck internet 
searches.
Remember an internet search for:
English Language
“English Language”
English +Language
Will all produce a different set of results!
Yes there will be some overlap, but they will
include different results…..

When you find a good source – use it’s 
reference list to follow-up ideas.
By the end of this session you should be able to:
• Understand some of the reasons why researchers 
undertake research!
• Give reasons why teachers (and trainee teachers) 
should engage in research
• Determine the academic rigor of research (and 
other published materials)
• List limitations of research you might encounter as 
students, trainee teachers
and qualified teachers
Objectives
Above all: Be Organised !!
and
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